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Tourism is a very important industry for Thailand. Spiritual tourism is one of the outstanding types
of tourism for a Buddhist country. Thailand has plenty of attractive Buddhist temples which have a
long history, distinctive architecture or even famous Buddhist images. This study aimed to collect
information about temples, their potential and directions for promotion of Buddhism-based tourism
in Chonburi and Sriracha which are important travel destinations in this area. In undertaking the
study the researchers explored 45 temples in this area, of which, 20 were selected for qualitative
research via in-depth interviews with the leaders of the temples. In addition, questionnaires
were collected from 385 Thai tourists about their motivation to visit temples, and based on the
various research findings the authors created routes for traveling, and present recommendations
for improving temples as Buddhism-based destinations. The results of this project demonstrate
that these 20 temples can be promoted because tourists have a high level of motivation to visit
temples. A range of Buddhism-based travel programmes are proposed, but in order to succeed the
temples need to improve their safety systems, public relations, and staff service quality. Assistance
is also required for the development of stakeholder engagement especially connections with the
government and the private sector.
Key Words: Buddhism-based tourism, temple development, Thailand

Introduction

to Dharma. However, most of the Buddhist pilgrims
just go to famous temples or temples with famous
monks. Therefore, many temples that have valuable
tourist attractions are not visited by Buddhist pilgrims.
The reason is that tourists are not informed about those
temples and do not know how interesting these places
are. The researchers are aware of the importance of
collecting data about interesting things inside the temples
and to provide this information for tourists to facilitate a
decision to visit or stay there for religious practice. In this
research, the authors selected study areas in Chonburi

The tourism industry is important to Thailand as it
creates employment, builds small-scale entrepreneurial
activity and eliminates poverty (Cooper & Hall, 2008).
Thailand is a country with high tourism potential, rich
in tourism resources that are diverse and different from
other countries. Cultural tourism is a form of tourism in
which the Tourism Authority of Thailand has plans to
develop various regions, especially for Thai tourists. The
most popular type of cultural tourism for Buddhist Thais
is religious tourism, which is a specific type of pilgrimage
in various regions. It is a form of tourism that arises from
religion. It is the type of tourism that makes tourists both
physically and mentally happy.

This research project has been funded from the 2019 Research
and Development Fund, Graduate School of Commerce,
Burapha University, Contract No. GSCR1/2562. The authors
extend their sincere gratitude to the administrators of the
Graduate School of Commerce for approving this research
through the provision of a scholarship. Thank you to the
Ethics Committee for Human Research Burapha University,
and experts in evaluating the validity of the research tools. We
express our very great appreciation to Associate Professor Dr.
Wuttichat Sunthornsamai, as an expert in research evaluation.
In particular we thank the Worship leaders of the temples who
allowed the researchers to collect data at their sacred sites.

Thais like to go to temples for religious activities because
they can learn Dharma practice and go sightseeing at the
temple. They travel to destinations in various provinces
to worship Buddha’s images and to meet monks, to
visit specific buildings in historical areas in temples, to
immerse themselves in nature, or to make a pilgrimage
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and Sriracha. Chonburi is only 80 kilometers, or an
hour from Bangkok (the capital city of Thailand). Thus,
tourists from Bangkok or from other nearby provinces
can travel to visit temples and can return on the same day.
Alternatively they could stay in Chonburi because there
are many types of accommodation to serve tourists.

post-research data to government organisations that
have the duty to develop public relations for tourism in
Chonburi, to publish video clips on YouTube , to share
brief results to private travel websites administrators
who are interested in using information about temples in
Chonburi to publicise, and to present information to tour
companies that plan tours to visit temples.

A report of the National Buddhism Office (2020) found
that Chonburi Province has 400 temples consisting of 394
private temples and 6 royal temples. Of this number, 58
temples are in Muang Chonburi District and 67 temples
are in Srichara District. The researchers found some
information about the various temples on the internet
which is a major source of tourist information. However,
government websites and private websites do not provide
clear information about most of the sites, and provide no
information about several temples in the area. Where
details are provided, there is only brief information about
temples and this is not enough for tourists to get to know
and decide to visit. Hence, several temples in Muang
Chonburi District and Srichara District have not received
tourist attention despite the history, sacred Buddhist
images, and historic sites that are worth visiting to learn
about or to worship at for spiritual well-being.

Literature review
Religious tourism
Novelli (2005) states that religious tourism is a form
of cultural tourism and is the oldest form of tourism
(Zamani-Farahani & Eid, 2016) where tourists visit
sacred places to relax, recharge, refresh their mind, cure
illnesses or go to pray (Bozic, Spasojevic, Vujicic, &
Stamenkovic, 2016). Griffin (2007) and Blackwell (2007)
state the motivations of religious tourism as learning
new things, creating a good experience of living, and the
wish to achieve fulfilment. Nieminen (2012) states that
religious tourism can be in the form of observing places
without wanting to participate in religious activities or
it can be in the form of participating in activities at that
location. Tourists who enjoy religious tourism will share
their experiences with others in terms of communication
of faith. In tourism programs for this group, travellers
must visit religious places such as temples or churches.

Aside from assessing information about tourist
attractions, it is important to study the behaviour and
needs of tourists. Understanding what tourists want,
destination managers can develop tourist attractions
in line with the their expectations. George (2004), and
Slabbert and Merwe (2009) suggest that by studying
behaviour, motivation and tourists’ needs, managers can
organise activities that make attractions interesting and
meet tourists’ needs. Therefore, the objectives of this
research are:

Griffin (2007) divided the forms of religious tourism
into 3 types which are spiritual tourism, religious
tourism, and pilgrimage tourism. The difference of these
three types have been researched by various authors.
Galzacorta, Guereno-Omil, Makua, Iriberri, & Santoma
(2016) concluded that religious tourism is a type of
spiritual tourism while some researchers have argued
that each type of religious / spiritual tourism is different
and must be considered and based on motive and beliefs
(Heelas, 1998; Kato & Progano, 2017). Galzacorta et al.
(2016) and Kujawa (2017) note that pilgrimage visitors
will travel to a place to indulge in religion related faith,
while religious tourists may not have faith at all in the
places they visit. However, Ostrowski (2000) argued
that the division of pilgrims and tourists is impossible
because pilgrims also have to travel to visit other places
or even shop while doing pilgrimage. Likewise, Turner
and Turner (1978) expressed the view that travellers in
religious tourism will travel during the holidays, perhaps
buying a one-day tour and visiting holy places. That
means pilgrims are half tourists and half pilgrims.

(a) to gather information about temples, study the
potential of the temples, and develop guidelines for
promoting tourism in Buddhism;
(b) to study the behaviour and desires of Buddhist
tourists who come to visit Chonburi and Sriracha,
and;
(c) to organize Buddhist Dhamma tourism programs in
Mueang Chonburi and Sriracha District, Chonburi
Province.
The benefits and results of this research should provide
useful information for tourists and become solutions for
temples, government organisations, and communities
near temples, to develop the potential to accommodate
tourists. Moreover, the researchers have plans to deliver
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Dharma tourism in Thailand
Dharma tourism or Buddhist tourism is an activity
in which travellers are mainly travelling to engage in
religious activity. Their travelling arises from trust in
religious activities; therefore, they go to worship sacred
things, to perform rituals, or to observe the beauty of
the arts at the places surrounding the temple (Aub-Aun,
2009). This type of tourism is not limited to Buddhist
tourists, there are travellers of other religions who are
interested in history, architecture, environment, or
recreation away from the fuss and pressures of today’s
social life (Akarangkool, 2008).
In Thailand, the temple has been a centre of the community
from the past to the present because most Thai people are
Buddhists. The temple, therefore, plays an important role
in determining the way of life of Thai people. Temples
are a collection of arts, sciences, and knowledge from
the past to the present, and they reflect the civilisation
and the prosperity of the nation. Thai people traditionally
entered a temple to take part in Buddhist activities and
to relax their mind and body. Nowadays, the temple has
additionally become a tourist attraction for Thais because
of the beautiful natural environment and peacefulness.
This aligns with the Ministry of Culture, and their related
promotion of tourism in Thailand which supports the
development of the mind by pushing for the development
of cultural capital and Thai wisdom to increase the
country’s competitiveness based on culture. Religious
places can be developed into tourist destinations by
organising appropriate tourism systems and efficient
service. Tourists absorb the values of religion and take in
religious principles to be adapted in life, which encourage
and support the development of a bright and peaceful
mind through worship practice. This is a continuation
of religion based heritage and culture which has long
existed in Thai society
The results of the 2018 National Statistics Office survey
of Thailand (2020) reveal that 93.5% of Thailand’s
population is Buddhist, followed by those of Islamic
(5.4%) and Christian (1.1%) faiths. The rest are people
who practice other religions and those who have no
religion. Thus, the majority of Thais are Buddhists.
There are three major branches of Buddhism in the
modern world (Pew Research Center, 2012): Mahayana
Buddhism in East Asian countries (e.g., China, Japan,
South Korea and Vietnam), Theravada Buddhism in
South and Southeast Asian countries (e.g., Sri Lanka,
Thailand, Myanmar, Laos, and Cambodia) and Vajrayana
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(mainly in Tibet and Bhutan) (Winzer, Samutachak &
Gray, 2018).
Thus, Theravada Buddhism has come to play an important
role in every aspect of Thai life and is considered the
national religion. Buddhism and the Thai people have a
close historical and cultural unified relationship. Since
the time when Thai people had a clear history, they have
continued to practice Buddhism. It can be said that the
history of Thailand is the history of the people who
practice Buddhism. Religious and spiritual practices
are significantly associated with the happiness of Thai
people (Winzer, Samutachak & Gray, 2018), they visit
Buddhist temples to do Buddhist activities especially
during their holidays, as tourists. They travel to nearby
cities to enjoy life, and visiting temples is an activity
which Thais usually include in their plan. Yiamjanya and
Wongleedee (2014) state that the factors which motivate
Thais to visit Buddhist temples are to have time when the
mind is calm and relaxed, to pay respect to the monks,
and to have fun with temple activities.
Destination management
It is important to link destination management to the
development of guidelines for promoting tourism in
Buddhism. Mill and Morrison (2012) describe the
components of destination management, which consist of
attractions, events, facilities, transportation, infrastructure
and hospitality. Chaitip et al. (2008) identified the key
elements that make tourism management effective,
which are:
(a) tourists’ satisfaction with the cost of tourism
(satisfaction with the travel costs - hotel expenses,
accommodation, vehicle fees and other expenses).
(b) integrated tourism product,
(c) tourism product attributes,
(d) tourism product management: attractions, amenities,
accessibility, and image of destination.
The concept of tourist attraction management is dealt
with under four specific headings by the Thai Ministry of
Tourism and Sports (2014):
(a) Tourism attractiveness potential: uniqueness in
ways of life, wisdom, and knowledge, continuation
of inheritances and traditions, artistic and cultural
beauty, the ability to continue inherited wisdom
and knowledge, history, culture, and traditions that
can be searched, local commitment, and strength in
maintenance identity.
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tourism, service and utility management for tourists,
tourism activity management, knowledge and
awareness building, local community participation
in tourism management, and community earned
income from tourism.

(b) Physical potential and organisation of tourism
activities: access to tourist attractions, tourism
safety, and a variety of tourism activities.
(c) Tourism support capacity: the potential for the
development of basic facilities, and the potential for
tourism development from external factors. Various
administrative organisations provide budget support
for tourism development.

Tourist motivation
The theory of push and pull factors (Dann, 1977;
Crompton, 1979; Epperson, 1983; McIntosh & Goeldner,
1990) states that push factors motivate tourists by
biological and emotional factors to raise the desire for
traveling. The pull factor comes from the composition
of tourist attractions that motivate tourists to visit (Yoon

(d) The potential of tourist attraction management - or
the ability to supervise and manage tourist attractions
with related components which are: tourist attraction
maintenance and rehabilitation, area utilisation,
monitoring and assessment of changes resulting from
Motivation
Factors

Push factors

Table 1 Push and Pull Factors for Buddhist Tourism
Main Variables

Sub-Variables

Escape

1. Escaping the hustle and bustle of everyday life
2. To have a time when the mind is calm and relaxed

Prestige

1. To visit various important places in Buddhism.
2. To elevate the social status of those who value Buddhism

Ego-enhancement

1. Gaining experience and learning in culture and Buddhism
2. Creating satisfaction that fulfills one's desire for Buddhist tourism.
3. Visiting temples helps to develop the mind and wisdom.
4. Paying respect to the monks

Fun

1. Recreation
2. Fun with the activities of the temple.

Relationship

1. Having fun with traveling companions
2. Going to places that friends have visited before
3. Meeting new friends while participating in Buddhist activities

Accessibility

1. Ease of travel
2. Public relations signs showing directions for transportation

Infrastructure

1. Safety
2. Availability and cleanliness of places
3. Parking

Entertainment

1. A variety of activities within the temple
2. Doing activities that are suitable for sharing with family or people traveling
together.
3. Seeing the lives of people in communities near the temple
4. Staying in the temple for Dharma practice

Attraction

1. The beauty and uniqueness of the temple
2. The atmosphere inside the temple
3. Reputation, and image of the temple
4. Receiving good service from temple staff
5. Thai art, culture and traditions
6. Historical sites
7. Participation of people in communities and temples
8. History of local communities

Shopping

1. Ability to pay for travel
2. Inexpensive products sold within the temple
3. Community’s local products sold within temple area

Pull factors

Push factors - Nikjoo, 2015; Yiamjanya & Wongleedee, 2014; Tsai & Sakulsinlapakorn, 2016; Dhirasakko & Yotkaew, 2017
/ Pull factors - Nikjoo, 2015; Yiamjanya & Wongleedee, 2014; Tsai & Sakulsinlapakorn, 2016; Veerawattano, 2018.
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& Uysal, 2005). An analysis of push and pull factors is
presented in Table 1, which outlines the main factors
which may influence Buddhist Tourism.

Methodology
The research methodology of this study is based on a
mixed methods approach. The method of conducting the
research was divided into 5 steps as follows.
The researchers used Bangsaen Beach which is the
most famous beach and main attraction in this area as
a starting point to measure distances. The temples in
Muang Chonburi District and Sriracha District which
were selected in the first stage of research were located
no further than 20 kilometres from Bangsaen beach. The
researchers found 45 temples matching this criterion.
The second phase of the work involved observation and
photography of the architecture, painting, art, images of
Buddha, and other activities in these 45 temples.
The next phase was the selection of temples that have the
potential for development as a tourist destinations linked
to Buddhism. This was done by considering 8 criteria:
- beauty of architecture;
- beauty and meaning of painting;
- ancient history;
- unique cultural activities;
- attractions (Buddha image or famous monk);
- permission for public access to sites;
- scenery/ environment, and;
- ease of access which can attract tourists to visit the
temple.
From the initial 45 temples, only 20 temples were
identified with potential to be tourist destinations.
Following this, qualitative research was conducted
by using in-depth interviews with 20 abbots or temple
administrators regarding the details of the history,
temple activities and the potential of the temple for
development. These interviews related to the four
components mentioned in the literature review as
being important to the Ministry of Tourism and Sports,
Thailand (2014): (1) Tourism attractiveness potential, (2)
Physical potential and organisation of tourism activities,
(3) Tourism supporting capacity, and (4) the potential of
tourist attraction management.
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who visited tourist attractions in Mueang Chonburi District
and Sriracha District, Chonburi Province. Researchers
used the Population Unknown Method to calculate the
sample size. The confidence level was determined at 95%
and the error (e) was 5%. The calculated sample size was
385 sets. 193 samples were collected in Muang Chonburi
District (Bangsaen beach) and 192 samples in Sriracha
District (Koh Loy or Loy island) using proportion
sampling method The questionnaires were distributed to
each respondent by the convenience sampling method.
Researchers checked respondents by asking if they
were interested in visiting Buddhist tourist attractions
(temples) in Mueang Chonburi District and Sriracha
District, Chonburi Province. If they said ‘yes’, then they
could fill out the questionnaires. In this research, the
researchers collected questionnaires in the period from
March 6, 2020 to March 31, 2020.
Questionnaire design
The questionnaire had 5 parts which were as follows:
Part 1: personal details of the respondents: This
included 5 questions using nominal scales to ask gender,
marital status, occupation, domicile, and religion. There
were an additional 3 questions which used ordinal scales
to ask age, education level and monthly income.
Part 2: behaviour in traveling: There were 2 nominal
scale questions to ask about time taken to visit and
sources of travel information. There were 3 ordinal scale
questions to ask frequency of traveling to Chonburi,
average cost per trip, and number of participants.
Part 3: interest in activities at Buddhist tourist
attractions: There was one nominal scale question to
ask about activities at the temple, consisting of 4 forms
which were
(1) ‘Tracing Buddhist tourism’ by being Buddhists or
visitors who just want to visit the site to have fun
and get knowledge about history, art and culture by
travelling on a 1 day program.
(2) ‘Ajariyabucha tourism’ is to travel in order to
participate in activities, festivals, merit-based
traditions of the temple.
(3) ‘The big practice of tourism’ is to practice Buddhist
activities in order to induce spirituality and faith
without specifying that it must be during a festival
period.
(4) Staying in a strict religious temple for 3-7 days.

The final phase was quantitative data collection via
questionnaires with Thai tourists aged 18 years and over
73
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Research Standards

Part 4: motivation for tourism in Buddhism which
consisted of 13 questions about push factors and 20
questions about pull factors, and each item on the survey
was evaluated according to a five-point Likert scale.

For both the interview questions and questionnaire, the
researchers checked the reliability and validity of the
research as follows:

Part 5 : trends of demand for Buddhist Dharma Tourism
in Mueang Chonburi District and Sriracha District,
Chonburi Province. There were 4 questions in the form
of a five-point Likert scale. For example, ‘On your next
visit to Chonburi, will you allocate time to visit temples
in Muang District and Si Racha District, Chonburi
Province?’ and ‘If you know that temples in Muang
District and Sriracha District, Province have interesting
activities or things, will you find an opportunity to visit
the temple?’

Validity
The researcher brought the interview questions and
questionnaire to 5 experts to consider content validity.
Each question which was included had to have an IOC
which is not less than 0.5 (Rovinelli & Hambleton, 1976).
Reliability

Interview questions
The interview guide focused on the interviewees’
perception regarding the potential of the temple as a
Buddhist tourism destination, and the various elements
that might need improvement or development. The
sub themes which were explored included: potential
for tourism attractiveness, hospitality development /
accommodation for religious practice, public relations
to build image and creating awareness among the
people, ease of access to tourist attractions, taking care
of safety, cleanliness and waste management, the basic
amenities including water supply, electricity, toilets and
parking, maintaining and improving the environment,
tourism information system, supporting regulations to
manage tourist attractions, and collaboration from related
organisations and people in the community.
Data analysis

The researchers initially tested the questionnaire with
30 Thai tourists at Bangsaen Beach. The results of
Cronbach’s alpha for all variables should be more than
0.7 (Nunnually, 1978). The results of Cronbach’s alpha
for the push factors was 0.923, and the pull factors was
0.947. The total for the motivation factors was 0.963, and
the trends of demand for Buddhist Dharma Tourism was
0.914. The total for all of the variables was 0.967. (The
reliability of each item in the final survey is presented in
Tables 4-6)
Ethics
The researchers submitted their research tools to the
Ethics Committee of Burapha University to consider
the ethics of human research. The resultant interview
questions have been certified according to document
number 196/1962, dated December 13, 2019.

Results and discussion
According to research objective 1: To gather information
about temples, study the potential of the temple, and
develop guidelines for promoting tourism in Buddhism,
the results showed that there are 20 temples from 45
temples with potential for development for Buddhist
tourism. Those 20 temples matched the 8 criteria (see
Table 2) including: the beauty of architecture, the beauty
and meaning of painting, ancient history, unique cultural
activities, attraction (Buddha image or famous monk),
permission for public access to churches, scenery/
environment, and ease of access, all of which can attract
tourists to visit the temple. There are 13 temples in Muang
Chonburi District and 7 temples in Sriracha District.
Photographs of these 20 temples are shown below.

After the interviews, the researchers transcribed
the recordings and checked whether there were any
defects in the text. In the beginning, interviews were
transcribed-by-sentence, without any text truncation.
Once the transcription was completed, the researchers
read the information to understand the preliminaries
of each temple, and identified the key points in each
answer. After that, the transcripts were examined
through thematic analysis to identify, analyse, and report
patterns or themes that emerged from the data (Braun
& Clarke, 2006). Additionally, two experts checked the
interpretations and issues in the answers, and discussed
the linking of themes and dimensions. Data analysis for
the quantitative research was undertaken using the SPSS
programme for statistical analysis.
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Map 1: Map of Study Area
a) Provinces in Thailand highlighting Chonburi Province and b) highlighted districts in Chonburi Province

Based on https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f8/Thailand_Chonburi_locator_map.svg & https://upload.
wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/2f/Amphoe_Chonburi.svg
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Table 2: Selected temples with potential for development as a Buddhist tourism attraction
AttracPermisBeauty
tion
Beauty of
Unique
sion for
Scenery/
and
(Buddha
Ancient
cultural
public
environTemples
Architecmeaning
history
image or
activities
access to
ment
ture
of
famous
churches
painting
monk)
Chonburi District
Yai Inthararam

X

X

Khao Bang Sai

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Mai Phrayathum
Thawpoon

X

X

Sansuk
Suitiwararam

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Chongrom
Nuengsuthawat

X

Ease of
access

X

X

X

X
X

X

Thanlom

X

X

Ratsattha

X

X

X

X

X

Kruew wan

X

Thumnimit
X

Khaew Boran

X

X

X

Phrathad Muang

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Sriracha District
Bangphra
Worawihan

X

Khao Bangphra
Khao Mai
Deang

X

Khao
Phutakodom
Rangsee
Suitawat
Srimaharacha

X

X
X

Khao Loy

Qualitative research:

X

X

All the studied temples do not have much promotion for
temple activities. Most of the Buddhists come to make
merit and tourists will get information about the temple
by word of mouth. The temple itself may have a limited
budget and lack personnel to oversee this matter. This
can be assisted with public relations through Facebook
and other social media that cost considerably less than
other media. The researchers found that many temples
have Facebook pages but do not update the information
continuously.

The analysis of data from the in-depth interviews showed
that temples in the studied area need help for development
from stakeholders including the government and the
private sector. Zarb (2020) stated that tourism has
been led by Governments, authorities and the business
community as the three key stakeholders for a successful
social-economic industry.
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Map 2: Location of Temples under Consideration

Authors own work using Google Maps base map
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Khao Bang Sai

Thumnimit

Chongrom

Sansuk Suitiwararam
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Yai Inthararam

Nuengsuthawat

Mai Phrayathum

Kruew-wan

Ratsattha

Khaew Boran
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Phrathad Muang

Thanlom

Thawpoon

Khao Mai Deang
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Rangsee Suitawat

Khao Phutakodom

Srimaharacha

Khao Loy
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Khao Bangphra

Bangphra Worawihan

division of residence between the monks and the secular
areas. However, the issue that should be improved is
to have more security while there are people living in
Dharma, in addition to cleanliness on site, and hygiene
of food prepared for Dharma practitioners.

Some temples (Thumnimit and Khao Phutakodom
temples) want to improve service such as toilets and
parking because they are public facilities. Bhandari
and Mittal (2020) mentioned that resting places, toilets,
drinking water, trash cans, general cleanliness and
hygienic surroundings have a positive impact on the
tourist experience.

Quantitative Results
According to research objective 2: To study the behaviour
and desired Buddhist tourism activities of tourists who
come to visit Chonburi and Sriracha, the quantitative
research results (Table 3) showed the following: that
a total of 165 people (42.9%) were male while 57.1%
were female; 131 people (34%) were aged 29-39 years
were Gen Y; 224 people (58.2%) had single status; 185
people (48.1%) had bachelor’s degree, while 46.7%
were educated to High School level; 146 respondents
(37.9%) were private company employees; 111 people
(28.8%) had a monthly income of 10,000–20,000 baht
and 109 had a monthly income of 20,000-30,000 baht;
the majority (308 people, representing 80.0%) travelled
from other provinces, and the large majority (372 people
representing 96.6%), were Buddhists.

Some temples need to improve the service offered by the
staff. For example, the abbot of Rangsee Suitawat Temple
wants staff to improve their foreign language skills to
communicate with Chinese tourists. Every temple has
staff members, including monks, nuns and people from
the community to help and to provide tourists with
assistance and information. However, those people must
improve the service quality in order to have more service
understanding.
There are some temples with Dharma practice activities
in meditation that need to have accommodation. The
temples, therefore, have provided accommodation, with
the separation of men and women, and there is a clear
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Table 3: Profile of Respondents
Item
Gender
Age

Marital
status
Education
level
Occupation

Monthly
income
(US $ 1 = 30
baht)

Domicile
Religion

Response
Male
Female
Less than 23 years old (Gen Z)
23-28 years old (Gen M)
29-39 years old (Gen Y)
40 – 54 years old (Gen X)
More than 54 years old (Gen B)
Single
Married
Separate or widow
High school
Undergraduate
Postgraduate
Government officers
Retirement
Students
Business owners
Private organization officers
Others
Less than 10,000 baht
10,000 – 19,999 baht
20,000 – 29,999 baht
30,000 – 39,999 baht
40,000 – 49,999 baht
Equal or more than 50,000 baht
Chonburi province
(not in Muang district or Sriracha district)
Other provinces
Buddhist
Others

Most of the tourists (273 people representing 70.9%) had
visited the location more than 3 times and 299 people
(69.9&), visited the temple on Saturday-Sunday. 163
people (41.8%) on average spent 1,000-2,000 baht. 178
people (46.2%), travelled in a group of 3-4 people, and
177 people (45.9%), travelled with friends. 319 people
(82.8%), come by private vehicle, and 104 people (21.9%),
got information from websites of private companies. 254
people (66.0%), had no overnight accommodation when
visiting the temple.
The favourite forms of Buddhist Tourism were
(a) ‘Tracing Buddhist tourism’ done by 262 people
(68.1%),
(b) ‘Ajariyabucha tourism’ done by 97 people,
representing 25.2 percent,
(c) ‘The big practice of tourism’ done by 18 people,
representing 4.7 percent, and
(d) Staying in a strict religious temple for 3-7 days done
by 8 people, accounting for 2 percent.

No. Respondents

Percentage

165
220
67
103
131
72
12
224
153
8
180
185
20
55
10
74
87
146
13
76
111
109
52
13
24
77

42.9
57.1
17.4
26.8
34.0
18.7
3.1
58.2
39.7
2.1
46.7
48.1
5.2
14.3
2.6
19.2
22.6
37.9
3.4
19.8
28.8
28.3
13.5
3.4
6.3
20.0

308
372
13

80.0
96.6
3.4

The tourists have a high level of demand to travel to
Chonburi Province for visiting temples. Their demand
may be driven by motivation from both internal and
external factors. Dann (1977), Crompton (1979),
Epperson (1983), and McIntosh and Goeldner (1990)
state that tourists are motivated by biological and
emotional factors that require travel. Table 4 and Table
5 show that tourism motivation can be created from both
internal motivation (Push factors) which are driving
factors resulting from the desire to visit temples, and
external motivation (Pull factors) that are created by
the services of the temples. Important push factors are
the motivations of tourists who want to pay respect to
sacred objects, to relax, to visit various important places
in Buddhism to absorb the atmosphere of Dharma, to
have a calm mind and to develop the mind and wisdom.
The main pull factors are safety, the atmosphere inside
the temple, the beauty and uniqueness of the temple,
availability and cleanliness of places, and parking.
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Table 4: Motivation Factors to Visit Buddhist Attractions: Push factors
Push factors
Paying respect to the monks
Having time when the mind is calm and relaxed
Recreation
Visiting various important places in Buddhism.
Escaping the hustle and bustle of everyday life
Visiting temples to develop the mind and wisdom.
Having fun with traveling companions
Gaining experience and learning in culture and Buddhism
Creating satisfaction that fulfills one's desire for Buddhist tourism.
Having fun with the activities of the temple
Elevating the social status of those who value Buddhism
Going to places that friends have visited before
Meeting new friends while participating in Buddhist activities
Total

Reliability

x̄

SD

Rank

0.911
0.918
0.917
0.914
0.914
0.910
0.909
0.910
0.910
0.913
0.911
0.915
0.912
0.923

4.22
4.12
4.12
4.08
4.07
4.05
4.04
3.97
3.94
3.92
3.87
3.87
3.61
3.99

0.83
0.65
0.76
0.75
0.79
0.79
0.78
0.80
0.80
0.89
0.86
0.89
1.08
0.59

1
2
2
3
4
4
5
6
7
8
9
9
10

Table 5: Motivation Factors to Visit Buddhist Attractions: Pull factors
Pull factors
Safety
The atmosphere inside the temple
The beauty and uniqueness of the temple
Availability and cleanliness of places
Parking
Thai art, culture and traditions
Ease of travel
Historical sites in temple
Public relations signs showing directions for transportation
Doing activities that are suitable for sharing with family or people traveling
together
Receiving good service from temple staff
Inexpensive products sold within the temple
Reputation and image of the temple
Participation of people in communities and temples
Local products from the community sold in the temple area
History of local communities
Ability to pay for travel
A variety of activities within the temple
Seeing the lives of people in communities near the temple
Staying in the temple for Dharma practice
Total

Reliability

x̄

SD

Rank

0.946
0.944
0.946
0.946
0.945
0.945
0.946
0.945
0.945

4.22
4.19
4.17
4.15
4.12
4.11
4.08
4.07
3.97

0.77
0.69
0.70
0.86
0.81
0.74
0.71
0.77
0.82

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0.945

3.95

0.80

10

0.944
0.944
0.944
0.945
0.944
0.946
0.946
0.944
0.943
0.943
0.947

3.95
3.95
3.92
3.91
3.88
3.88
3.83
3.82
3.82
3.61
3.98

0.79
0.92
0.88
0.87
0.87
0.86
0.86
0.75
0.80
1.03
0.85

10
10
11
12
13
13
14
15
15
16

found that tourists want to escape from their busy lives,
to build their ego-enhancement, to have fun and to enjoy
with friends and family. Hence, if temples can provide
proper services for tourists, they can encourage more
people to visit. Tsai and Sakulsinlapakorn (2016) showed
that destination managers should provide good service
such as a variety of activities and service from staff
(Nikjoo, 2015), and that tourists looked for accessibility,
infrastructure, entertainment, attractions, and shopping.

The results of this study are supported by previous
research papers. Yiamjanya and Wongleedee (2014)
studied international tourist travel motivation using
push-pull factors and the decision making for selecting
Thailand as a destination choice. They found the
important factors to motivate tourists to visit attractions
were relaxation and getting experience from learning new
things. Nikjoo (2015) studied the role of push and pull
factors in the way tourists choose their destination, he
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Table 6: Trends of Demand for Buddhist Dharma Tourism
Trends of demand for Buddhist Dharma Tourism
If you know that temples in the districts of Muang and Sriracha, Chon
Buri have interesting activities or things, you will find an opportunity
to visit the temple.
You will tell people to persuade relatives to visit temples in the districts of
Muang and Si Racha in Chon Buri province.
You want to promote Buddhism by participating in the development of
temples in Muang District and Sriracha District, Chon Buri Province.
On the next visit to Chonburi, you will allocate time to visit temples in the
districts of Muang and Sriracha districts, Chon Buri Province.
Total

From the qualitative and quantitative research,
Buddhist Dhamma tourism programs are suggested for
development in Mueang Chonburi District and Sriracha
District, Chonburi Province. There were 7 programs1 as
follows classify by convenience route (Programme 1-3),
by Historical Tracing of Buddhist Tourism (Programme
4), or by temple activities (Programme 5-7) :

4. Historical Tracing of Buddhist Tourism: this route
includes 4 temples in Muang Chonburi District: (1)
Yai Intraram, (2) Thawpoon, (3) Nuengsuthawat,
and (4) Khaew Boran.
1

SD

Rank

0.775

4.05

4.05

1

0.874

4.02

4.02

2

0.809

3.96

3.96

3

0.894

3.95

0.78

4

0.914

4.00

0.72

6. Praying Activity on Sunday: in this route, tourists
pray for their well-being in (1) Thawpoon Temple
and (2) Srimaharacha Temple.

1. Tracing Buddhist Tourism - Route 1: this route
includes 9 temples in Muang Chonburi District: (1)
Khao Bang Sai, (2) Thumnimit, (3) Chongrom, (4)
Kruew-wan, (5) Yai Inthararam, (6) Nuengsuthawat,
(7) Mai Phrayathum, (8) Thanlom, and (9) Ratsattha.

3. Tracing Buddhist Tourism - Route 3: this route
includes 7 temples in Srichara District: (1) Khao
Mai Deang, (2) Rangsee Suitawat, (3) Khao
Phutakodom, (4) Srimaharacha, (5) Khao Loy, (6)
Khao Bangphra, and (7) Bangphra Worawihan.

x̄

5. Ajariyabucha Tourism: For this route, tourists
participate in (1) a traditional ceremony to honour
King Taksin at Yai Inthararam Temple, (2) the gilding
festival activities of the former abbot of the temple
at Ratsattha Temple, (3) a traditional festival activity
to walk up to pay respect to Phra Phutthabat Bang
Sai (Lord of Buddha’s foot print) at Khao Bang Sai
Temple, and (4) the tradition of Yama (God of death)
procession at Khao Bangphra Temple.

If destination managers can manage tasks well and
provide tourists with satisfying memorable experiences,
then they can increase tourism revenue and attract more
visitors (Ritchie & Crouch, 2003).

2. Tracing Buddhist Tourism - Route 2: this route
includes 7 temples in Muang Chonburi District:
(1) Thanlom, (2) Khaew Boran, (3) Ratsattha, (4)
Phra-thad Muang, (5) Sansuk Suitiwararam, (6)
Nuengsuthawat, and (7) Chongrom.

Reliability

7. Practice Meditation For 3-7 days: in this programme,
people practice meditation at (1) Thumnimit Temple,
(2) Mai Phrayathum Temple, (3) Phra-thad Muang,
(4) Khao Mai Deang Temple, and (5) Khaew Boran
Temple.

Recommendations
Recommendations for Abbots
From the quantitative research result, security in temples
was ranked as the most important factor. Tourists who
are interested in traveling to temples have ranked this as
their highest consideration. Therefore, a temple has the
potential to develop into a tourist attraction if it has few
security concerns. The temples themselves, due to limited
budgets and personnel, probably require cooperation and
support from government and private agencies in the
installation and maintenance of security systems such
as CCTV. Villagers could participate as volunteers in
helping tourists or at least in taking care of security in the
parking areas.

Remark: Thai people like to make merit in 7 temples or 9
temples because they believe in auspicious numbers.
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To improve staff service for tourists, the Abbots who
took part in the research stated that they want to improve
service quality. These Abbots require volunteer training,
and for this, perhaps they could ask for cooperation from
a university or training agency to send personnel to train
their staff.

Recommendations for administrations and community
A number of recommendations for government
organisations and the local community emerged from the
in-depth interview process with the Abbots. Firstly, the
convenience of traveling to the temples could be improved
by allocating funds to improve road accessibility to
temples. Secondly, there should be support in publicising
the temples' information on the government department
websites. Thirdly, local and regional tourism plans need
to integrate information from this research, and present
a more welcoming and informed view of Buddhist
tourism and thereby create awareness and motivation for
people to know and desire to visit temples in Chonburi
and Sriracha. Finally, in relation to the local community,
people could volunteer to clean the temples or manage
parking and safety during the times when tourists come
to visit the temples.

Due to the results from the quantitative research, the
tourists ranked atmosphere inside the temple as the
second most important feature. Therefore, by using the
temple budget or donations, Abbots should improve the
atmosphere - building shade within the temple for tourists
and other measures to assist them to come in and feel the
calm.
Related to the problems which Abbots mentioned in
in-depth interview about the lack of information about
temple activities, measures should be put in place to
increase public relations within the temples - putting
up signs to introduce the temple’s history, stories of
the Buddha images, and important buildings within the
temple. The temple should seek funds or request people
with spiritual beliefs to give donations to make public
relations materials for the temple.

Conclusion
To gather information about temples, study the potential
of the temples, and develop guidelines for promoting
tourism in Buddhism, this paper focused on 20 temples
from 45 temples with potential for development for
Buddhist tourism. Those 20 temples most closely align
with the 8 criteria which were identified: the beauty
of architecture, the beauty and meaning of paintings,
ancient history, unique cultural activities, attractions
(Buddha image or famous monk), permission for public
access to churches, scenery / environment, and ease of
access, all of which can attract tourists to visit a temple.
Chonburi and Sriracha have temples which have the
potential to be developed into tourist attractions. These
temples have values which would motivate tourists
to visit - the beauty of the architecture, the beauty of
paintings, history, unique culture, activities, and places
of attraction. Some of the temples have an ancient history
dating to the late Ayutthaya period, 600-800 years ago.
However, the temples in the studied area are not famous
tourist attractions. For development and improvement,
these temples need assistance and help in many ways
from the donations of government organisations and the
public sector, and they also need people from the local
communities to assist as volunteers. The most important
issues which have been highlighted in this research are
security, improved service quality, improved atmosphere,
increased public relations and the development of
Buddhist tourism networks with government agencies
and the private sector.

Related to the problems which Abbots mentioned in
in-depth interview about lack of advertisement, public
relations should be increased by using media that do not
require a large budget, such as social media. However,
this requires the recruitment of new staff or training of
existing personnel. In fact, these social media experts
could be monks or villagers with a volunteer spirit who
could continuously post temple activities and manage
social media accounts. Public signs indicating the
transportation routes to the temples requires budget, and
they also require permission before their installation. This
process requires cooperation with government agencies
such as the Department of Highways.
As Abbots are willing to have more tourists, they need
to cooperate to develop Buddhist tourism networks
between themselves with government agencies and with
the private sector, to collaborate in the promotion and
exchange of information that will help attract tourists to
the temple, and improve the professional management of
sites.
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